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Our popular Knight Tile collection is our most affordable range, offering versatility to home 
decorators.

Taking inspiration from a variety of natural stones, slates and marbles the full collection gives a wide 
variety of choice for every interior. From the classic pale tones of Glacial Marble to the contemporary 
Grey Riven Slate, there is a design suited to every home.

Offering a flexible mix of gluedown and rigid core formats, this collection is ideal for home 
decorators looking to create stylish interiors with a sense of flow over different subfloor conditions, 
including uneven or drying floors or where sound transmission from rooms above is a consideration. 

Versatility & style

Featured product: Basel Stone ST23 with DS10 3mm design strip
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Frosted Marble 
ST26 | SCB-ST26-18

Glacial Marble ST27

Glacial Marble SM-ST27

Frosted Marble ST26 | SCB-ST26-18
Dove Grey Concrete  

ST21 | SCB-ST21-18

Honed Oyster Slate  
ST17 | SCB-ST17-18

Ivory Riven Slate  
ST18 | SCB-ST18-18

Honed Oyster Slate ST17 with DS12 3mm design strip and Windsor border

     OurInspiration
Found in the Apuan Mountains 

in Italy, Calacatta and Carrara 

marble are currently a 

dominant style in stone and 

interior finishes. Typically 

having a neutral, broken 

veining and a bright look, 

both offer an impressive and 

distinctive style which can be 

adapted to both classic and 

contemporary interiors.

Our product designers have 

taken their inspiration from 

these ancient roman quarries 

to create our classic marble 

designs available in a 12” x 18” 

tile and 3” x 18” small tile version.

Design tip
Many of our Knight Tile designs have matching 
decorative borders, perfect for finishing your 
floor around the edge of the room. See page 

192 for the full range available. 

Dove Grey Concrete ST21 | SCB-ST21-18
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Bath Stone ST12

Lucerne Stone  
ST25

Portland Stone  
ST13 | SCB-ST13-18

Natural Stone ST29

Honed Pebble Slate  
ST20 | SCB-ST20-18

Olten Stone ST24

Lucerne Stone ST25 with DS10 3mm design strip

Natural Stone ST29 with DS10 3mm design strip

Honed Pebble Slate ST20 with DS10 3mm design strip

Olten Stone ST24
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Smoked Concrete  
ST22 | SCB-ST22-18

Grey Riven Slate  
ST16 | SCB-ST16-18 Basel Stone ST23

     OurInspiration
The original source material for 

this design came from volcanic 

rock, dating back 300 million 

years. Sourced from quarries 

located in the heart of England’s 

Lake District, our design team 

have taken inspiration from 

the characterful details of the 

linear markings and fractured 

features to create the riven 

slate design. Demonstrating the 

beautiful natural textures of this 

raw material, use riven slate to 

introduce dark and sultry tones 

to your home to create an air of 

sophistication to any interior. 

Midnight Marble SM-ST28

Cumbrian Stone  
ST14 | SCB-ST14-18

Black Riven Slate ST15

Honed Charcoal Slate  
ST19 | SCB-ST19-18

Design tip
Our rectangular tiles can be laid in 

many different ways to add interest to 
your room. This grid pattern offers a 

more contemporary feel. 

Grey Riven Slate ST16 with DS10 3mm design strip

Smoked Concrete ST22 with DS10 3mm design strip

Black Riven Slate ST15 with DS12 3mm design strip

Honed Charcoal Slate ST19 with DS12 3mm design strip
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Our popular Knight Tile collection is our most affordable range, offering versatility to home 

decorators. Taking inspiration from a variety of oaks, driftwoods and pines, the full collection gives a 

wide variety of choice for every interior.

This collection covers a range of finishes, including rustic, lime washed and painted looks in both 

traditional and herringbone plank sizes, all finished with a light surface texture. From the pale tones 

of Washed Scandi Pine to the deep, brown hues of Aged Oak, there is a design and colourway suited 

for contemporary to rustic interiors.

Offering a flexible mix of gluedown and rigid core formats in both full-sized planks and modern 

herringbone, this collection is ideal for home decorators looking to create stylish interiors with a 

sense of flow over different subfloor conditions, including uneven or drying floors or where sound 

transmission from rooms above is a consideration.

Accessible style

Featured product: Grey Limed Oak SM-KP138 with Quadrant border
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Washed Scandi Pine KP132

Washed Scandi Pine SM-KP132

White Painted Oak  
KP105 | SCB-KP105-6

Grey Scandi Pine KP131

Washed Scandi Pine KP132 with DS12 3mm design strip

Grey Scandi Pine KP131

Dutch Limed Oak SM-KP154

Nordic Limed Oak KP153

Dutch Limed Oak
KP154 | SCB-KP154-6

Nordic Limed Oak KP153

Dutch Limed Oak SM-KP154
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Coastal Sawn Oak KP136

Coastline Oak KP147

Coastal Sawn Oak KP136

Coastline Oak KP147

Rose Washed Oak  
KP95 | SCB-KP95-6

Rose Washed Oak SM-KP95

Lime Washed Oak KP99 | SCB-KP99-6

Lime Washed Oak SM-KP99

“By combining 
classic touches 
with practical 
materials and 
pops of vivid 
colour, we have 
transformed 
our house into a 
contemporary, 
family-friendly 
home,” shares 
Hannah.

Modern 
classic 

This worn, sun bleached driftwood 
effect is now available in a smaller 
18”x 3” plank which can be laid in 
a herringbone or block design for 
an extra sense of style.

Lime Washed Oak
KP99 | SCB-KP99-6
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Washed Character Oak
KP144 | SCB-KP144-6

Washed Character Oak SM-KP144

Washed Character Oak SM-KP144

Washed Character Oak KP144 | SCB-KP144-6

Grey Limed Oak
KP138 | SCB-KP138-6

Grey Limed Oak SM-KP138

Grey Limed Oak KP138 | SCB-KP138-6

Design tip
Many of our Knight Tile designs 

are available in a rigid core, click-

locking, fitting format. Ideal for 

installing over most existing hard 

floors with added acoustic benefits.

Grey Limed Oak SM-KP138
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Light Worn Oak KP104 Urban Spotted Gum KP141

Urban Spotted Gum KP141

Light Worn Oak KP104 Grey Studio Oak KP152 Grey Studio Oak SM-KP152 Quayside Oak KP148

Grey Studio Oak SM-KP152

Design tip
Create impact across a room using the 

full sized planks of our Knight Tile range 

to create a timeless herringbone design, 

ideal for contemporary and classic 

interiors alike.
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Pale Limed Oak
KP94 | SCB-KP94-6

Pale Limed Oak SM-KP94

Natural Studio Oak KP151

Natural Character Oak KP145

Natural Studio Oak KP151

Natural Character Oak KP145

Classic Limed Oak
KP97 | SCB-KP97-6

Honey Limed Oak
KP155 | SCB-KP155-6 Honey Limed Oak SM-KP155

Honey Limed Oak KP155 | SCB-KP155-6
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Traditional Character Oak SM-KP146

     OurInspiration
Our designers sourced 

these beautiful planks from 

Amsterdam, Holland where they 

found them recovered from 

an old wind-powered sawmill. 

These characterful boards had 

been smoked which highlighted 

the visible knots and strong grain 

detail. The variation in tone, 

grain and burnished black knots 

add to the character of these 

planks, the colour variation 

gives options for a variety of 

interior spaces. This characterful 

oak design is available in three 

colourways, Washed, Natural 

and Traditional in a 36” x 6” 

plank, with two of those colours 

also available in matching  

small plank.

Mid Limed Oak KP96 Mid Worn Oak KP103 Aged Oak KP98

Aged Oak KP98 with DS07 3mm design strip

Traditional Character Oak
KP146 | SCB-KP146-6 Traditional Character Oak SM-KP146


